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—M. Floris

Outline
• What is machine learning


• IML and the IML Workshop


• How it can be useful to ALICE


• Analysis


• Quality Assurance


• Fast Simulation


• Reconstruction and calibration (not discussed in details)
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Tom Gauld, https://flic.kr/p/9durkH

https://flic.kr/p/9durkH
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Supervised Unsupervised

Classification Regression Clustering /  
Anomaly detection

Dimensionality 
Reduction

Binary Multiclass

“Machine learning is the subfield of computer science that […] gives 
computers the ability to learn without being explicitly programmed.”

(only a few incomplete hints of where ML could be useful)

Learn by example Finds patterns in the data

(Wikipedia)
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Dimensionality 
Reduction

Binary Multiclass

“Machine learning is the subfield of computer science that […] gives 
computers the ability to learn without being explicitly programmed.”

Most common 
application in 

ALICE  
(signal vs 

background)

Obvious 
applications: 
PID, various 

BG types, QA 
…

Applicable to QA? Very useful for 
visualization / Insight

Calibration, 
Reconstruction 
Fast Simulation
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IML and The IML Workshop
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https://lpcc.web.cern.ch/lpcc/index.php?page=ml_wg 
http://iml.web.cern.ch

The Inter-experimental Machine Learning Group is  
a LPCC working group: 
• Discussion forum (monthly meetings, ofter topical) 
• Foster integration of modern tools in HEP workflow 
• Benchmark datasets for apples-to-apples comparison of methods 
• Tutorials and documentation

1st IML Workshop (March 20-22) 
• Industry session (IBM, Yandex, Nvidia, Intel) 
• CWP discussion and writing session [Google Doc] 
• Contributed talks on “Tagging of physics objects” 
• Tutorials (TMVA, scikit-learn, Keras, R) 
• Mini-challenge 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/595059/overview 

https://lpcc.web.cern.ch/lpcc/index.php?page=ml_wg
http://iml.web.cern.ch
http://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/cwp/cwp-working-groups.html
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1o9S0XE4ly4-LZh9y96DG-U7HH61m2cHboV6xSt1tI0g/edit#
https://indico.cern.ch/event/595059/overview
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Tools and Tutorials
• TMVA is the de-facto standard in HEP


• Pro: natural interfacing with our data sets, experience in the field


• Con: sometimes less intuitive, lags behind with respect to industry tools 
(but lots of recent dev and interfaces with external packages!)


• Many other tools exist (often used also in HEP, mostly python)


• Scikit-learn: uniform interface to a large number of methods and 
methodologies, tools to streamline data


• Keras: go-to package to get started with “deep learning”: easy to use + 
deployment on GPUs


• Many more in the market (e.g. R, Caffé, Torch, Theano, Tensorflow, …)


• Tutorials given at the workshop:


• Getting started


• Describe various ways to import our datasets in these tools


• See also challenge examples


• Webcast recording available soon
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Physics analysis
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ML For Analysis
• In ALICE several applications already, but:


• Mostly binary classification signal-vs-BG


• Many use TMVA out of the box  
⇒ a lot to be gained optimizing methods and preprocessing input


• Recent efforts to use other tools / approaches


• For instance:  
b-jet tagging (presented at workshop),  
low mass dielectrics (poster at QM17),  
…


• At the IML workshop 

• Focus was on “tagging”


• 2 classes of talks:


• “Traditional” ML used to publish physics results


• Exploratory talks, benefit of new techniques?
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https://indico.cern.ch/event/433345/contributions/2358113/attachments/1407816/2151898/poster.pdf
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(incomplete personal  
perspective)

https://indico.cern.ch/event/433345/contributions/2358113/attachments/1407816/2151898/poster.pdf
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Methods
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Dozens of methods available in modern ML packages

http://scikit-learn.org/stable/tutorial/machine_learning_map/ 

http://scikit-learn.org/stable/tutorial/machine_learning_map/
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Decision Trees 
(Boosted DT probably the most common 
methods in HEP)

Dozens of methods available in modern ML packages

http://scikit-learn.org/stable/tutorial/machine_learning_map/ Slide by Gregor Kasieczka

Increasing popularity in HEP

http://scikit-learn.org/stable/tutorial/machine_learning_map/
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Deep learning
• What is Deep Learning:


• Use a cascade of many layers of nonlinear processing units for feature 
extraction and transformation


• Learn multiple levels of representations that correspond to different 
levels of abstraction 

• Depending on the problem, specific architecture can exploit symmetries in 
your problem (e.g. convolutional networks for translational invariance) 

• Why? 

• Traditional methods need properly “engineered” features


• Deep methods can “discover” new representations


• Significant improvements in some fields (e.g. computer vision)


• Not a silver bullet: simpler methods may be better for many applications


• Examples:


• Jet images and CNV


• Deep networks for b-jets tagging


• (Generative) adversarial networks

9

(adapted from wikipedia)
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In the following:  Slides stolen (mostly) from the  IML Workshop Talks
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11Gregor Kasieczka

(Signal = top jets, BG = QCD jets)
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16(distinguishes signal vs bg) (predicts mass)
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DQM and QA
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DQM and QA
• DQM and QA are almost text book examples for application of ML


• Many variables (and correlations) need to be monitored


• Traditionally: human looks at histograms and trending plots, compares to 
reference and expectations


• These tasks are easily automatized


• Machine learning can


• use all data (variables) simultaneously


• use more abstract representation of the data


• Other experiments (CMS/LHCb) are already developing/using these systems


• Partnership with industry (Yandex, IBM)


• See also IML meeting on anomaly detection last year


• https://indico.cern.ch/event/532992/ 
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https://indico.cern.ch/event/532992/
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Yandex
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Yandex Talk

https://indico.cern.ch/event/595059/contributions/2499294/attachments/1430159/2196490/201703_Yandex_ML_Ustyuzhanin.pdf


M. Floris —

IBM
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IBM Talk

https://indico.cern.ch/event/595059/contributions/2499306/attachments/1430243/2196662/IML_ML_Workshop_-_IBM_presentation_-_March_20_2017.pdf


Fast simulation
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M. Paganini

(Fast simulation of physics signals)



ML/DL engine for fastsim in GeantV

• Ex. first 3D images of single particle showers in 
LCD ECAL obtained training GAN

• Integrate inference (and training) step in 
GeantV

• Provide a configurable interface  
• Train on full simulation 

• Test training on real data 
• Test different techniques/models

• Multi Objective regression, Feature 
extraction 

• Predictive Clustering Trees & Standard 
Perceptron (TMVA) 

• Generative adversarial networks (GANs) 
• Later: embedded algorithm for hyper-

parameters tuning and meta-optimization
• Possibly back-ported to Geant4

GAN generated: 
100 GeV e

http://geant.cern.ch
S. Vallecorsa, https://indico.cern.ch/event/623453/  

http://geant.cern.ch
https://indico.cern.ch/event/623453/
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Summary
• The IML workshop was mostly dedicated to a specific problem (tagging)


• Many other areas of application for ML, potentially useful for ALICE


• We are using ML less heavily than other experiments:  
many low hanging fruits still available


• Good improvements with relatively little effort possible


• Some ML culture is starting to spread within the experiment (good!)


• There will be an ALICE ML meeting during the physics week,  
slot to be announced


• Potential for partnership with industry: should we be more proactive?
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